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ABSTRACT: Hydrological models require accurate precipitation and air
temperature inputs in order to adequately depict water fluxes and storages
across Arctic regions. Biases such as gauge undercatch, as well as uncertainties
in numerical weather prediction reanalysis data that propagate through water
budget models, limit the ability to accurately model the terrestrial arctic water
cycle. A hydrological model forced with three climate datasets and three methods of estimating potential evapotranspiration (PET) was used to better understand the impact of these processes on simulated water fluxes across the Western Arctic Linkage Experiment (WALE) domain. Climate data were drawn
from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (NNR) (NCEP1), a modified version of the
NNR (NCEP2), and the Willmott–Matsuura (WM) dataset. PET methods applied in the model were Hamon, Penman–Monteith, and Penman–Monteith
using adjusted vapor pressure data.
High vapor pressures in the NNR lead to low simulated evapotranspiration
(ET) in model runs using the Penman–Monteith PET method, resulting in
increased runoff. Annual ET derived from simulations using Penman–Monteith
PET was half the magnitude of ET simulated when the Hamon method was
used. Adjustments made to the reanalysis vapor pressure data increased the
simulated ET flux, reducing simulated runoff. Using the NCEP2 or WM climate data, along with the Penman–Monteith PET function, results in agreement
to within 7% between the simulated and observed runoff across the Yukon
River basin. The results reveal the high degree of uncertainty present in climate
data and the range of water fluxes generated from common model drivers. This
suggests the need for thorough evaluations of model requirements and potential
biases in forcing data, as well as corroborations with observed data, in all
efforts to simulate arctic water balances.
KEYWORDS: Runoff; Evapotranspiration; Arctic

1. Introduction
Changes are occurring to high-latitude environments with further alteration
likely under several global change scenarios. Responses in the arctic environment
may include alterations to the landscape and in water fluxes and stores. While
conceptual water balance models have proved useful in assessing contemporary
hydrological conditions and in modeling future states, general circulation models
have not proved accurate enough to close water budgets in hydrological applications. Precipitation simulated in GCMs tends to be overestimated and seasonal
dynamics are often inaccurate (Kite and Haberlandt 1999; Töyrä et al. 2005).
Hydrological models that account for phase changes in soil water (Rawlins et al.
2003; Su et al. 2005) have recently been adopted in hopes of improving simulated
water budgets across high-latitude regions.
Water budget models are dependent on accurate inputs of air temperature and
especially precipitation in order to adequately depict the spatial and temporal
dynamics of arctic water fluxes. Deficiencies leading to biases in model input data
can significantly impact the usefulness of the data for climate change research and
other efforts to solve environmental problems. In a sensitivity experiment, an
arctic hydrological model was more sensitive to changes in daily precipitation than
in the prescribed land surface parameterizations (Rawlins et al. 2003). Uncertainties in precipitation data used to drive hydrological models are a particular problem
in the Arctic where gauge undercatch is often substantial. Precipitation underes-
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timates of 20% to 25% have been determined across North America (Karl et al.
1993), while biases of 80% to 120% (in winter) have been estimated for the
terrestrial Arctic north of 45°N (Yang et al. 2005). In regions where precipitation
exceeded potential evapotranspiration (PET), uncertainty in precipitation translated to an uncertainty in simulated runoff of roughly similar magnitude (Fekete et
al. 2004). To better understand the effect of data biases and uncertainties on
simulated water budgets, we perform a series of model simulations using three
climate drivers and three methods for estimating PET across the Western Arctic
Linkage Experiment (WALE) domain. Goals of the WALE project include identification of uncertainties in regional hydrology and carbon estimates with respect
to uncertainties in (i) driving datasets and (ii) among different models. The present
paper focuses on how the limitations and uncertainties in three climate datasets
affect our ability to accurately simulate water budgets across the terrestrial Arctic.
Additional details of the WALE project can be found in the overview paper by
McGuire et al. (McGuire et al. 2005, manuscript submitted to Earth Interactions).

2. Methods
2.1. Overview
A series of simulations using three climate drivers and three methods for estimating PET (nine model runs) was made for the period 1980–2001 with a hydrological model (section 2.2.). We use commonly available datasets (section 2.3.) to
judge the impact of climate on the simulated water budgets. PET is estimated using
the Hamon method [Hamon 1963; Equation (A1) in appendix A], the surfacedependent Penman–Monteith method [PM; Monteith 1965; Equation (A2) in appendix A], and the PM method with adjusted vapor pressure data, described in
section 2.4. Details of the simulations to produce the nine scenarios and the comparisons with observed evapotranspiration (ET) and runoff are described in section 2.4.
2.2. Model description
We use the Pan-Arctic Water Balance Model (PWBM; Rawlins et al. 2003) to
simulate runoff and ET at an implicit daily time step across the WALE domain.
This hydrological model uses gridded fields of plant rooting depth, soil characteristics (texture, organic content), and vegetation and is driven with daily time
series of precipitation and air temperature. The PWBM incorporates a soil organic
layer and a soil moisture phase-change submodel that partitions water to solid and
liquid amounts. Spatial fields of air temperature, vegetation, and soil characteristics provide the inputs to the thaw/freeze submodel. A detailed description of the
model was provided in Rawlins et al. (Rawlins et al. 2003). Simulations in the
present study were performed on the Northern Hemisphere Equal-Area Scalable
Earth (EASE)-Grid at a resolution of 25 km × 25 km across 3511 grid cells that
define the domain. The WALE domain encompasses Alaska and the upper headwaters of the Yukon basin in northwestern Canada. Simulations are performed
over the period 1980–2001.
2.3. Input datasets
Water budget simulations are made using three climate driver datasets. We use
precipitation and air temperature from the National Centers for Environmental
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Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis
project (NNR; Kistler et al. 2001), hereinafter referred to as NCEP1. We also use
precipitation data (NCEP2), which represents an improvement to the standard
NNR fields through application of a statistical downscaling approach based on a
probability transformation for precipitation (Serreze et al. 2003). The NCEP2 air
temperature grids are derived from NNR data using a method that accounts for
elevation effects. The third climate driver set is the Willmott–Matsuura (WM)
archive (Willmott and Matsuura 2001). The WM archive was produced using the
Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) version 2 data (Vose et al. 1992)
and Legates and Willmott’s (Legates and Willmott 1990a; Legates and Willmot
1990b) station records of monthly and annual air temperature and total precipitation. Willmott–Matsuura climate data are available through year 2000. Table 1
summarizes the climate datasets used in the PWBM simulations. Mean annual
precipitation across the WALE domain is highest for NCEP1 (650 mm yr−1) and
lowest for the WM archive (510 mm yr−1; Figure 1; Table 2). A significant
problem with the NCEP reanalysis model is a severe oversimulation of summer
precipitation over land areas due to excessive convective precipitation (Serreze
and Hurst 2000). The statistical method used to create the NCEP2 precipitation
reduces this bias, and the NCEP2 precipitation average (580 mm yr−1) falls between the excessive NCEP1 data and the unadjusted WM data (Figure 1).
Land cover is defined from a new 1-km resolution vegetation classification for
Alaska that prescribes fractional cover for six vegetation types in each 25 km × 25
km EASE-Grid cell. Two Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)based land cover classifications for Alaska (Fleming 1997) and Canada (Cihlar and
Beaubien 1998) were merged and aggregated into five major vegetation types
using an expert model (Calef et al. 2005). The cover types are black spruce, white
spruce, deciduous forest, tundra, coastal forest, and bare ground (encompasses
areas of rock and ice). With 1991 as the base year, transient land cover was
interpolated backward and forward for 1950 to 2000 using a hierarchical logistic
regression approach, the historic fire record, and ecological knowledge on succession. Tundra vegetation makes up the majority (55%) of the WALE domain,
with coniferous forest (black spruce, white spruce, and coastal forest) second-most
prevalent. The same parameter specifications are used for these coniferous forest
grids in the PWBM runs. Across the Yukon basin, tundra again is dominant, with
slightly more coniferous forest (39%) than the entire WALE domain contains
(22%). For a given climate driver and PET method configuration, the PWBM was
run separately for each land cover type over the 1980–2001 period. A 50-yr spinup
Table 1. Climate dataset used in PWBM simulations and original source for precipitation, air temperature, and vapor pressure data used in the model runs. NNR is the
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis. NNRa indicates NNR data adjusted by methods in Serreze
et al. (Serreze et al. 2003); NNRb is NNR adjusted for effects of elevation on air
temperature interpolations; and NNRc denotes NNR vapor pressures that are reduced by the difference with CRU vapor pressure data.
Dataset

Precipitation

Air temperature

Vapor pressure

NCEP1
NCEP2
WM

NNR
NNRa
WM

NNR
NNRb
WM

NNR/NNRc
NNRc
NNRc
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Figure 1. (top) Annual total precipitation and (bottom) mean annual air temperature across the WALE domain for the years 1980–2001. Precipitation and air
temperatures are drawn from NCEP1 (Kistler et al. 2001), a version based
on a statistical downscaling (Serreze et al. 2003) of NCEP2, and the WM
archive (Willmott and Matsuura 2001).

was first performed to stabilize model soil moisture. Runoff and ET for each grid
cell is a weighted average of runoff or ET across each land cover type in the grid.
We use this “mosaic” of ET or runoff in the analysis to follow. Simulated ET is
the total water loss from the surface, which includes transpiration from plants,
evaporation from soils, and sublimation from snow.
2.4. Model application and analysis
Simulated water fluxes of runoff and ET were evaluated and compared with
observed data where available. We use discharge data from the downstream
site (Pilot Station) on the Yukon River for comparison with the simulated runoff
across the Yukon basin. Observed ET data are drawn from two sites across Alaska
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Table 2. Long-term mean simulated ET, runoff, and climate across the WALE domain
from the three climate drivers and three PET methods. Here, P is mean annual
precipitation (mm yr−1); TA and TS are mean annual and summer (JJA) air temperature, respectively. PET methods (described in section 2.4.) are the Hamon
method [Hamon 1963; Equation (A1)], the PM method [Monteith 1965; Equation
(A2)], and the PM method with adjusted vapor pressure data (PM*). Averages for ET
are taken from the time series in Figure 3, and runoff averages are derived from the
time series in Figure 4.
Climate (mm yr−1, °C)

ET (mm yr−1)

Runoff (mm yr−1)

Dataset

P

TA

TS

Hamon

PM

PM*

Hamon

PM

PM*

NCEP1
NCEP2
WM

650
580
510

−6.9
−5.8
−3.8

9.2
9.7
12.5

267
263
275

115
116
112

146
143
139

366
296
243

504
443
403

474
418
373

(Table 3). We compare PWBM simulated summer total [June–August (JJA)] ET
at the grid cell in which the observed site is located with the observed value, which
was measured using flux towers eddy covariance measurements (Beringer et al.
2005; Liu et al. 2005).
Within the PWBM simulated PET was estimated using the relatively simple
Hamon function [Hamon 1963; Equation (A1) in appendix A], a physically based,
surface-dependent combination approach [PM; Monteith 1965; Equation (A2) in
appendix A], and the PM method forced with adjusted vapor pressure data. These
adjustments were made after problems were identified with the NNR humidity
data. The Hamon method falls into a class known as reference-surface PET methods, that is, methods that produce evaporation that would result from a specific
land surface known as a reference crop. In contrast, the PM approach is known as
a surface-dependent PET method; that is, it produces the evaporation that would
occur from any of a variety of designated land surfaces. In the PM method,
parameterizations for quantities such as leaf conductance and aerodynamic resistance (see appendix B) are a function of the land cover type as described by
Federer et al. (Federer et al. 1996). Aerodynamic resistances are taken from the
neutral wind profile equation. Net radiation time series from the NNR dataset are
used in the PM approach. We chose the Penman–Monteith method since it was
Table 3. Observed JJA ET at two sites in Alaska and simulated JJA ET for 25 km × 25
km EASE-Grid in which site is located. Simulated ET is taken from model runs using
the Hamon method, the PM method, and the adjusted PM method (PM*). For each
PET method we averaged simulated ET over the three climate driver (NCEP1,
NCEP2, and WM) runs. Eddy covariance measurements of latent heat were reported for Council (64.8°N, 163.7°W; Beringer et al. 2005) and Delta Junction
(63.9°N, 145.7°W; Liu et al. 2005). Observations were taken from JJA 1999 at Council
and from JJA 2002 at Delta Junction.
ET (mm season−1)
Location

Obs

Hamon

PM

PM*

Period

Council
Delta Junction

97
178

93
142

81
55

81
61

18 Jun 1999–22 Aug 1999
1 Jun 2002–31 Aug 2002
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found to be the least biased of 11 methods applied over the conterminous United
States (Vörösmarty et al. 1998). Our analysis focuses on simulated runoff and ET
obtained from a model run using a specific combination of the climate driver and
PET method. Although we mention the PET method when discussing model
implementation, analysis of model output is restricted to simulated ET, which is
distinguished from PET through limitations imposed by soil water deficit within
the model run. Vapor pressure data required for the PM function are not available
from the NCEP2 and WM datasets, and we use those from the NNR project in all
simulations involving the PM PET method.
Surface-dependent PET functions such as PM use air temperature, vapor pressure data, and other climate drivers to estimate the potential flux of water from
vegetated surfaces. Observed meteorological station data for several sites in
Alaska were compared with relative humidities derived from NNR vapor pressure
and air temperatures. Mean daily air temperature and dewpoint at the sites for the
year 2000 were taken from stations in the Global Summary of the Day (SOD)
database distributed by the National Climatic Data Center. Relative humidities
derived from NNR data are near 100% during summer, while lower values and
greater variability are present in the station data (Figure 2). High humidities are
consistent with excessive surface evaporation rates in the NNR, a problem that

Figure 2. Daily average relative humidity for July 2000 derived from NCEP–NCAR
reanalysis, vapor pressure (VP) data (NCEP), reanalysis VP adjusted using
CRU monthly VP (NCEPadj), and air temperature and dewpoint in the SOD
dataset (OBS). Excess humidity depicted in the reanalysis data limits ET
when used in the PWBM model simulations.
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may be related to excessive soil moisture and solar radiation during summer in the
reanalysis data (Serreze and Hurst 2000).
To better understand the effect of NNR moisture biases, gridded vapor pressures
from the University of East Anglia’s Climate Research Unit (CRU; http://www.
cru.uea.ac.uk) are used to adjust the NNR vapor pressure data at each EASE-grid
cell. The CRU data are monthly averages, and the adjustment to the gridded NNR
daily vapor pressure data is
VPD = VPNNR − 共VPM − VPCRU兲,

(1)

where VPD are the adjusted daily NNR vapor pressures (kPa) at the EASE-grid,
VPNNR is the daily NNR vapor pressure, VPM is monthly average vapor pressure
from NNR, and VPCRU is monthly CRU vapor pressure. CRU vapor pressures are
generally lower than NNR values across most of interior Alaska, while similar
vapor pressures occur across coastal regions. These adjusted VPD values are used
in a third suite of PWBM simulations involving each climate driver set. We refer
to the PET method for these simulations as the “adjusted PM method” (PM* in
Tables 2, 3, and 4). When the adjusted NNR vapor pressures (VPD) are used,
simulated ET increases an average of 30 mm yr−1 over the default PM configuration (Table 2).

3. Results
3.1. Simulated evapotranspiration
Comparisons between simulated and observed ET rates illustrate the effect of
biases in the vapor pressure data. Table 3 shows observed ET along with the
average simulated ET for the Hamon, PM, and adjusted PM PET methods, where
the average for each PET method is calculated across the three climate driver
simulations. At the coastal tundra site (Council), small differences (no greater than
16 millimeters per summer) in ET are noted. Indeed, differences between NNR
and CRU vapor pressures across coastal regions are small; therefore, simulated ET
using the default and the adjusted vapor pressures, for the Council grid cell, are
identical (81 millimeters per season). At the interior site (Delta Junction) greater
differences are evident. Simulations using the PM method lead to ET rates much
Table 4. MAD (mm yr−1) in simulated annual runoff as compared to observed runoff
across the Yukon basin. MAD = (1/22)∑22
i=1 | Rs − Ro |, where Rs is the simulated
annual runoff and Ro is the observed. Using signed differences, overestimation
22
(∑22
i=1Rs − Ro > 0) is indicated with ↑, and underestimation (∑i=1Rs − Ro < 0) is shown
with ↓.
MAD (mm yr−1)
Dataset

Hamon

PM

PM*

Average

NCEP1
NCEP2
WM
Average

110↑
130↓
170↓
137

260↑
30↑
20↑
103

230↑
30↓
30↓
93

200
60
70
—
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lower than observed values. When the adjusted vapor pressures are used, ET
increases 6 millimeters per summer for the Delta Junction grid cell.
Across the WALE domain, low NNR-derived vapor pressure deficits cause
reduced PET and ET rates. For the three climate driver simulations, the ET average
(1980–2001) when using PM is 113 mm yr−1, whereas the simulations using
Hamon are over 100% higher, averaging 268 mm yr−1 (Figure 3a). The ET rates,
when the PM method is used, are less than half of the Hamon ET values. Differences in annual ET when PM is used are also relatively small, averaging 115, 116,
and 112 mm yr−1 for NCEP1, NCEP2, and WM climate (Table 2). Long-term
mean monthly ET is 15–20 mm month−1 lower for the PM method versus Hamon
(Figure 3b). For NCEP2 climate, simulated ET from the adjusted PM method is

Figure 3. PWBM-simulated annual ET across the WALE domain for the period 1980–
2001. In Figures 2–5, NCEP1 indicates climate data from NNR (Kistler et al.
2001), NCEP2 is the modified NNR dataset from Serreze et al. (Serreze et al.
2003), and WM is simulations using Willmott and Matsuura (Willmott and
Matsuura 2001) data. Annual ET, computed in a given PWBM simulation, is
the sum of sublimation from snowpack and transpiration from vegetated
surfaces. Figure legends indicate which climate data and PET method
were used in the given model run (e.g., NCEP1 with Hamon). (a) Annual
totals of ET from the three climate drivers and Hamon and PM PET for
1980–2001. (b) Monthly climatology from the standard simulation runs. (c)
Annual ET from simulations with NCEP2 climate and Hamon, PM, and adjusted PM PET methods.
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Figure 3. (Continued )
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23% higher than the ET rates from the model run using the default PM PET
method (Figure 3c; Table 2), while the Hamon method again is approximately
100% higher. These comparisons illustrate well the underestimation of ET in
simulations using the default PM method and NNR vapor pressures.
3.2. Simulated runoff
Differences between the climate data inputs as well as the NNR humidity
anomaly are evident in PWBM runoff simulations. Annual runoff is highest when
NCEP1 data are used and lowest with WM. Long-term mean simulated runoff
across the WALE domain averages 366, 296, and 243 mm yr−1 from the NCEP1,
NCEP2, and WM simulations, respectively (Table 2). Correlation between NCEP1
and NCEP2 runoff is 0.92, which is expected, whereas the correlation between
NCEP2 and WM is 0.55 (Figure 4a). When the PM method is used, runoff
averages 504, 443, and 403 mm yr−1, respectively. Correlations here are 0.92
(NCEP1/NCEP2) and 0.21 (NCEP2/WM) (Figure 4b). Although less well correlated in time, the NCEP2 and WM climate data produce runoff of similar magnitude. Differences between runoff from simulations using NCEP2 or WM climate

Figure 4. Simulated annual runoff across the WALE domain for 1980–2001. (a) Three
climate driver simulations using the Hamon method for PET. (b) Simulations
using the PM method. (c) NCEP2 climate together with each PET method.
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Figure 4. (Continued )
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and Hamon PET (Figure 4a) are attributable, in part, to colder air temperatures
(lower ET → higher runoff) in the NCEP2 dataset (Figure 1). Use of the NCEP1
climate data results in the highest runoff, WM climate inputs produce the lowest
runoff, and all three simulations using the PM PET method show higher runoff
than the model runs using Hamon. Runoff from the NCEP1 simulations is 13%–
24% higher than NCEP2 runoff depending on the PET method (Table 2), since
incorporation of observed data reduces the excessive NCEP1 precipitation. Arctic
precipitation in the NNR has been shown to be systematically too high (particularly in summer) due mostly to excessive convective precipitation (Serreze and
Hurst 2000). When the adjusted PM method is used to account for the vapor
pressure bias, simulated runoff decreases by 25–30 mm yr−1 or 6%–7%.
Runoff from simulations using the PM method show a higher snowmelt peak
than those using Hamon (Figure 5). Observed runoff (i.e., discharge measured at
the downstream site) lags the simulated melt peak by 1 month in all simulations.
This is expected, as snowmelt-driven runoff from upstream areas often takes
several weeks to reach the downstream gauge in large basins. Simulated runoff is
less than observed (underestimate) for NCEP2 and WM climate with the Hamon
function (Table 4). The PM method generates excess runoff for each climate

Figure 5. Long-term mean monthly runoff across the Yukon basin simulated for the
period 1980–2001. Observed runoff is discharged as a unit depth across
the Yukon River basin. Simulated runoff taken from model runs using the
NCEP2 climate with each of the PET methods.
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driver, a result of higher vapor pressure and low simulated ET. Adjusting the NNR
vapor pressures lowers runoff (7%–13%). Across the Yukon River basin generally
good agreement between simulated and observed runoff is noted; simulated runoff
differs from the observed by 7% for the NCEP2 and WM climate drivers when the
adjusted PM PET method is used (Figure 6). Runoff generated with NCEP1
climate exceeds observed values regardless of the PET method used. The average
mean absolute difference (MAD) is 200, 60, and 70 mm yr−1 for NCEP1, NCEP2,
and WM climate, respectively.

4. Discussion
Model simulations of evapotranspiration across forested interior regions are
more strongly affected by synoptic weather conditions (e.g., vapor pressure deficits) than tundra locations. This is expected, as transpiration is the dominant source
of water loss in forested regions (soil evaporation is dominant in tundra locations),
and synoptic controls such as vapor pressure deficit are an important driver in
these areas (Beringer et al. 2005). Feedbacks between radiation, precipitation, and

Figure 6. Observed and simulated annual runoff across the Yukon basin for 1980–
2000. Simulated runoff is drawn from model runs using each climate driver
along with the adjusted PM PET method.
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soil moisture in the NNR affect the near-surface moisture amounts (Serreze and
Hurst 2000). The relatively high vapor pressures result in small vapor pressure
deficits, which tend to reduce ET rates when used in land surface and hydrologic
models. Modeled ET rates in simulations using the Hamon PET method more
closely match observed ET values across interior regions of Alaska. Downwelling
shortwave fluxes in the NNR are also reportedly too high (Serreze and Hurst
2000). As opposed to the effect of elevated vapor pressure (leads to reduced ET),
the biased radiation data (used in the PM PET method) would tend to increase
estimated ET rates and reduce runoff. The ET rates for the PM and Hamon
simulations converge toward observed values along coastal regions where evaporation from tundra vegetation dominates the surface ET flux. When the PM PET
method is used, differences between simulated and observed ET at Delta Junction
(forest site) suggest that greater uncertainties in simulated budgets are likely across
these forest regions. Comparisons with the observed values also show that ET
estimated in model runs using the Hamon PET method represent an upper bound
on simulated ET rates, with lower rates when the PM method is chosen.
Monthly climatologies of simulated ET from PM are nearly identical across the
three climate drivers. Differences in ET from simulations using the PM and Hamon methods are largely due to low vapor pressure deficits that drive the surfacedependent PM PET method. Simulated ET rates across the WALE domain are
strongly influenced by both the vapor pressure data and the PET method chosen,
with less effect from differences in precipitation data. A thorough evaluation of
model-simulated ET fluxes is hampered by the paucity of observed, high-latitude
ET measurements.
Simulated annual runoff shows substantial variations between model runs, with
long-term means strongly dependent on which climate driver and PET function is
implemented. When the PM method is used, lower ET leads to increased soil
moisture storage and higher runoff estimates. The highest mean runoff (from
NCEP1 climate with PM PET) is double the lowest runoff rate (WM climate with
Hamon PET). Simulations using the raw NNR climate drivers (NCEP1) result in
the highest runoff independent of PET function. This is due to higher summer
precipitation in the NNR data. The WM climate data, which is produced from
observed station records, generates the lowest runoff, as expected, since the WM
archive does not incorporate precipitation gauge corrections. Precipitation in the
NCEP2 dataset was produced through downscaling of the NCEP1 data based on
observed data; therefore, NCEP2-derived water fluxes represent a combination of
arctic reanalysis and observed climate. Model simulations with the PM method
generate runoff that exceeds the observed Yukon runoff due to low ET rates. Using
the adjusted vapor pressure data lowers runoff across the WALE and Yukon
domains. Across all PET methods, average MAD for NCEP1 climate is a factor of
3 greater than MAD for NCEP2 or WM because of excessive precipitation in the
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis.
Although good correspondence with observed runoff is noted for NCEP2 and
WM climate with the adjusted PM PET method, the accuracy of these precipitation
data—the most important variable for arctic hydrological models—cannot be verified. Adjustment for biases such as gauge undercatch would likely significantly
change simulated water fluxes. Other sources of climate data such as the new 40-yr
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis
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(ERA-40) may prove useful in improving closure of water budgets across the
WALE region.

5. Conclusions
Three climate drivers and three methods for estimating PET were used in
simulations with a water budget model to better understand our ability to simulate
arctic water balances across the western Arctic region. High surface vapor pressures in the NNR tend to limit modeled PM PET and result in PWBM-simulated
ET rates that are less than half the rates found when the Hamon PET function is
used. Differences in precipitation have much less influence on simulated ET rates
than do the vapor pressure inputs and type of model PET method used. High
simulated runoff noted in simulations driven by NCEP1 climate reflects the excessive precipitation in the NNR. More modest runoff rates are noted in simulations using NCEP2 precipitation—a combination of atmospheric reanalysis and
station observations. Agreement between simulated and observed runoff to within
7% occurs with NCEP2 and WM climate drivers when the adjusted PM PET
method is used. We find that simulations of arctic evapotranspiration and runoff
are strongly dependent on the quality of time series data used to drive the model.
These results suggest that closure of simulated water budgets across Arctic regions
is strongly dependent on thorough evaluations of model requirements, potential
biases in climatic datasets, and comparisons with observed data where available.
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Appendix A
PET Estimation
Hamon as given by Hamon (Hamon 1963):
(A1)
PEr = 715.5⌳e*共Tm兲 Ⲑ 共Tm + 273.2兲.
Penman–Monteith (PM) as given by Monteith (Monteith 1965) (Rn ⳱ Rn − S with
S ⳱ 0):
⌬Rn + cpDa Ⲑ ra
ctLwPEs =
.
(A2)
⌬ + ␥ + ␥共rc Ⲑ ra兲

Appendix B
Parameters
cp
ct

Heat capacity of air, 1005 J kg−1 K−1
Conversion constant, 0.011 57 Wmd, MJ−1 mm−1
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e*(T)
L
PEr
PEs
ra
rc
Rn
Tm
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⌳
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Vapor pressure deficit in air, kPa, e*(Ta) − ea
Saturated vapor pressure at temperature T, kPa
Latent heat of vaporization, 2448.0 MJ m−2
Reference-surface potential evapotranspiration, mm day−1
Surface-dependent potential evapotranspiration, mm day−1
Aerodynamic resistance, s m−1
Surface or canopy resistance, s m−1
Net radiation above the surface, W m−2
Mean air temperature for day, °C
Reference height, m
Psychrometer constant, 0.067 kPa K−1
Rate of change of vapor pressure with temperature, kPa K−1
Day length, days
Density of air, 1.234 kg m−3
Density of water, 1.0 Mg m−3
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